
John 'Free' Freeman
H2O CHURCH (SQUIRREL HILL | GREENFIELD)

About the Family
Free has been married to Beth since 1995. They have five kids: Lydia,
Isaiah, Jaelle, Kaela and Karis. Beth is a real saint, foregoing her
small-town roots and spacious gardens to move into the middle of a
dense urban center to impact it for Jesus. She still manages to garden,
to hit the local parks and to spend regular time at the local tea shop,
either alone or with friends.

The kids have been cyber-schooling at home with Beth through middle
school and then transitioning to the local high school just two blocks
away. The family loves living in their new city, taking advantage of all
that city life has to offer: walking to as many places as possible, hitting
the local parks for soccer games or the public pool and engaging the
arts in many ways.

Free is thriving in Pittsburgh and loves the fast pace of living in the heart
of the city. He spends a lot of time with the family or on DIY projects, but
still loves to have a bunch of guys over for an intense board game.

About the Church Plant
Free has been in full-time ministry for 20 years, pastoring at four
different churches and leading teams to plant three of those.
Experienced at planting churches in collegiate cities, Free is excited
about reaching and multiplying into the emerging generation.

The fastest growing demographic by far for Pittsburgh is the
post-college age group of young adults. These Millennials are flocking
to the city at one of the highest rates anywhere in the U.S. The city has
a great need for evangelical churches, especially in the heart of the city.
h2o Church has a vision to focus on this huge need to reach young
people in the heart of the city, multiply into them as emerging leaders
and release them into their urban neighborhoods.

PRAY.
h2o City Church started in the summer
of 2015. They are recruiting a core
team, equipping with ministry skills and
dreaming of high-impact relational
opportunities in their neighborhoods.
Pray for a core team to be built and
solid leaders to emerge.

PARTICIPATE.
h2o has an abundance of opportunity
for partners:
–Connect us with core members.
–Assist our team in establishing our
children's ministry.
–Dream with us of attractional events
to raise awareness of the church in our
neighborhoods, such as block parties
or free food events.
–Assist with expanding our portable
church setup.

PROVIDE.
There are numerous ways to help a
church plant. Please visit 
sendnetwork.com/planterfunding for
NAMB's policy on providing for church
plants.

Contact me at
free@h2opittsburgh.org, @strivingtobe
on Twitter or scan the QR code below.
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